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AGENDA

June 2, 2015

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME DAY 1

REGISTRATION: 09.00 - 10.30

OPENING THE CONFERENCE 11.00 – 11.20
Conference room 1

Prof. Dr.Sc. Oliver Bacanovic, Dean of the Faculty of Security - Skopje
Prof. Dr.Sc. Zlatko Žoglev, Rector of the University “St. Kliment Ohridski” - Bitola

Plenary session: 11.20 – 12.00

Prof. Dr. Sc. Cane Mojanoski, Faculty of Security – Skopje
Security as the subject of research

Prof. Dr. Sc. Augusto Sinagra, Sapienza University, Rome, Italy
The principle of non-interference in the domestic affairs-as a parameter and “measure” of security

Dr. Sc. Goran Basic, Lund University, Sweden
Researching Security: Collaboration Obstacles and Success in Described and Observed Experiences of Police and Border Guards

Photo session 12.00 – 12.30
**Panel 1**  
**Conference room 1**  
12.30 – 14.20

**Concepts of human security and safety and their implications**  
**Chairs:** Vladimir Ortakovski, Tome Batkovski  
Ranaldi Valentina,  
_Human security and humanitarian impact of nuclear weapons: the case of Iran’s disarmament_  
Kotovcevski Mitko,  
_Violence against women, armed conflicts, gender and human security_  
Orovcanec Astrid, Mrcev Dimitar,  
_Security in the 21st century: in search of new research paradigms and approaches_  
Bargiacchi Paolo,  
_The EU strategy for democracy in Libya and Ukraine: legalizing human security or, rather, promoting the “European way of life” in the wider world?_  
Deljial Fabiola,  
_Does the EU suffer from a democratic deficit?_  
Lichev Tihomir, Liceva Katia, Borisova Ivanka,  
_European Union strategy for the Danube region (2011-2020) and the national security of the Republic of Bulgaria_  
Kotovcevska Blagica,  
_Human security concept – controversial attempt to redefine and expend the security concept_  
Trajkovska Vesna, Gurovska Aneta  
_Semantic analysis of selected criminal law terminology in English and French and their translational equivalents in Macedonian_  

**Panel 2**  
**Conference room 2**  
12.30 – 14.20

**International policy and international human rights**  
**Chairs:** Rade Rajkovcevski, Snezana Nikodinovska Stefanovska  
Saltirovska Zorica,  
_Democracy and human rights in the internal security policies of the EU – an imperative to the security of the region_  
Doncev Aleksandar, Poposka Vesna,  
_Protection of the right to life and the use of force in counterterrorist operations through the prism of the European Convention for human rights and fundamental freedoms_  
Ristovska Mirjana, Pelivanova Natasa,  
_The legal framework of the right to asylum in the European Union and the Republic of Macedonia_  
Milenkovska Marija,  
_Legality of amnesty under international human rights law_  
Ilieva Jana, Conev Blagoj,  
_The “armed” humanitarian intervention as triumph of the human rights over the sovereignty_  
Ambarkov Nikola,  
_The concept of group-defined rights in multi-ethnic multicultural and polyethnic multicultural states_  
Jokic Mirela,  
_Implementation of rights of citizens on public assembly_
Panel 3  Conference room 3  12.30 – 14.20

**Police and international police-cooperation on the Balkan**

**Chairs:** Frosina Tasevska Remenski, Stojanka Mirceva

Risteski Temelko, Popova Tanja, Mihtaroski Emrah,

*Ethical education of police officers in the function of the police service role in a democratic society*

Mirceva Stojanka,

*On some ethical issues in policing research*

Dujovski Nikola, Mojsoska Snezana, Jolakoski Stevco,

*Police management with particular reference to management in complicated security situations*

Hadzic Pavle, Zoric Vojkan,

*On general police anti-drug action: inventory and unification of police actions as a way to general anti-drug preparedness*

Simic Boban, Nikac Zeljko, Aritonovic Nikola,

*Place and role of police in modern criminal proceedings*

Dukic Borislav, Setka Gojko,

*Police reforms - experiences, analysis and best practices: effect of the organization of republic Srpska police practice application of the concept of community policing*

Cudan Aleksandar, Major Gyongyi,

*Lobbying activity institute and the possibility of corruptive activity*

Panel 4  Conference room 4  12.30 – 14.20

**Criminology and crime prevention**

**Chairs:** Bcanovic Oliver, Sase Gerasimoski

Bcanovic Oliver, Jovanova Natasa,

*Self-reported juvenile delinquency among pupils in primary and secondary schools*

Murgoski Boris, Babanoski Kire,

*Phenomenological and etiological approach - for researching traffic offences and accidents on the roads*

Dimitrijoska Suncica,

*Supervision of students’ practice for work with children in conflict with Law*

Malis-Sazdovska Marina,

Youth and ethnic minorities and crime in secondary schools in Macedonia

Vujic Dragana, Popovic Predrag,

*The victims of blood revenge – special kind of ruthless revenge*

Asancaic Valentina, Cajner-Mraovic Irena, Derk Dubravko,

*Femicide in Croatia in the 21st century*

Petreski Gorgi, Josimovski Aleksandar,

*Abuse of payment cards*

Petresvki Blaguje, Shusak Ivona, Stanojoska Angelina,

*Preventive role of media in maintaining the level of security at sport events: the cases of Serbia - Albania, galatasaray - crvena zvezda*
Panel 5  Conference room 5  12.30 – 14.20

Crisis management

Chairs: Zoran Kekovic, Dragana Batic

Smileski Rose, Milanko Verica, Neshekoski Zoran,
Public facilities subject of research for safety of fires and explosions

Sasajkovski Slavejko, Micanovska Ljubica,
The Bali package – factor of the economic growth, stability and security in the least developed and developing countries

Dajic Igor, Lecic Predrag,
New concept of regional cooperation-water rescue services review of the Republic of Serbia

Latifi Latif, Malis-Sazdovska Marina,
Protection of environment, nature and inspection supervision in Republic of Macedonia

Sudar Srna, Ivanov Aleksandar,
Conservation and protection process of natural, cultural and recreational resources in New York State, USA - State Parks

Vesselinov Dragan,
Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in crisis management, protection and rescue in Republic of Macedonia

Ivanov Aleksandar, Cvetkovic Vladimir, Sudar Srna
Recognition and perception of risks and environmental hazards on the part of the student population in the Republic of Macedonia

Panel 6  Conference room 6  12.30 – 14.20

Criminal procedure and criminal investigations

Chairs: Zlate Dimovski, Oliver Lajic

Valvo Lucia Anna,
Contemporary forms of crime: computer crimes and “international insecurity”

Nincin Zeljko,
Undercover agent - standards and procedures engagement in combating organized crime

Nikoloska Svetlana, Jakovleska Marijana,
Criminal and financial investigating criminal acts, abuse of official position and authority as well as money laundering and other proceeds in Republic of Macedonia

Zoric Vojkan, Hadzic Pavle, Skakavac Zdravko,
Application of physico-chemical methods in the forensic investigation of fire on the motor vehicles

Ivanovic Zvonimir, Boskovic Aleksandar,
Issue of digital (electronic) analysis in the pre-trial procedure in Serbia

Turnjanin Veljko, Vostinic Mirko, Zarkovic Ivan,
The evidences and new criminal procedure code of Republic of Serbia

Radovic Nenad, Boskovic Goran, Lalic Velibor,
The term of criminalistic strategy

Boskov Pero, Nikoloska Svetlana,
Consequences of bankruptcy crime in Macedonia and the role of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in his prevention and suppression
Panel 7  Conference room 7  12.30 – 14.20

Political and legal systems and Rule of law
Chairs: Katerina Krstevska, Ivanka Dodovska

Labovic Miodrag
Constitutional changes - pre condition for deep structural reforms in the Republic of Macedonia

Daskalovski Zidas,
Solving the Macedonian name dispute: historical narratives and political and legal aspects of the issue

Nikolovska-Vrateovska Dance, Mojsoska Snezana, Angelovska Aleksandra,
Redefinition of macroeconomic and macro prudential policy and base iii concept

Drino Dzevad, Londric Benjamina,
The concept of Dignities Hominies in Roman law

Berisa Hatidza, Jeges Mila,
Institution building of law and fight against crime

Dodovska Ivanka,
Religion and politics in southeast Europe (some questions and doubts in XXI century)

Rep Mojca,
Strengthening the rule of law and the responsibility of the institutions: justice is done or justice needs to be seen it done?

Lunch Break: 14.20-15.30

Panel 1:  Conference room 1  15.30 – 17.15

Criminal justice and criminal policy
Chairs: Natasa Jovanova, Natasa Pelivanova

Provaznik Jan,
Reform of the criminal process law in the Czech Republic - one or multiple criminal processes?

Jokic Darko, Janjetovic Marinko,
Possible impact of the judgement in the case Muslija v. Bosnia and Herzegovina on the reform of the minor offence law in Bosnia and Herzegovina with special emphasis on delicts with violent characteristics

Zirojevic Mina,
Computer related crime – general legal development in Serbia

Kleimenov Ivan,
Criminal policy of the Russian federation

Konecna Tereza,
Sanctions for spectator violence – imposing a sentence of prohibition of entering on sports, culture and other social events

Stanojoska Angelina, Shusak Ivona, Petrevski Blagojce,
On the path of smuggling of migrants business: Macedonian case

Ivkovic Nikola,
Radbruh formula rights as basis for understanding fair trial

Vasiljevic Dragana,
Criminal dimension of organized crime in Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina
### Panel 2  Conference room 2  15.30 – 17.15

**European perspectives and challenges**  
**Chairs:** Boris Murgoski, Tatjana Gerginova

- Janev Igor, Tasevska-Remenski Frosina, Nikolovski Marjan,  
  *Admission of Macedonia to UN and the mode(s) for juridical and political redress*
- Nikodinovska-Stefanovska Snezana,  
  *EU-NATO relations in post Lisbon era*
- Josifovic Ivica, Keskoski Zlatko,  
  *NATO vs European security and defense policy: divergent concepts of security*
- Petreski Drage, Iliev Andrej, Velkivski Aco,  
  *Regional cooperation council of the see countries and the needs for defense reforms in Republic of Montenegro for euro-atlantic integration*
- Ivetic Stevo, Pavlovicma Gojko, Maricicma Goran,  
  *Achievements of the European internal security strategy and future challenges of the European Union in the field of internal security for the period 2015-2020*
- Gerginova Tatjana,  
  *Safety concept - before and after the cold war*
- Gjoreski Igor,  
  *NATO deployable capacities and capabilities policy*

### Panel 3  Conference room 3  15.30 – 17.15

**Security and risk management in the security services**  
**Chairs:** Miodrag Labovic, Ice Ilievski

- Kekovic Zoran, Pavlovic Slavica, Ninkovic Vladimir,  
  *Risk management in the function of critical infrastructure protection*
- Zarkovic Milan, Kesic Tanja, Bjelovuk Ivana,  
  *Normative framework for monitoring the quality of experts' work*
- Gurov Lazar, Drakulevski Ljubomir, Taneva-Vesovska Angelina,  
  *The effect of personal leadership values on the resolution of the security challenges*
- Menkinoski Milko, Vitanski Dejan,  
  *Reforms aimed at service orientation of security services*
- Dzozo Kemo, Dimitrovskva Aleksandra, Angeleski Slavko,  
  *The impact of military education on the quality of decision making in military leaders*
- Pancev Zafirco,  
  *Border risk management*
- Gurovski Marjan,  
  *Determinants in shaping crisis management in the framework of security policy*
Panel 4  Conference room 4  15.30 – 17.15

Security and security systems today
Chairs: Zidas Daskalovski, Svetlana Nikolovska

Mojanoski Cane,
Citizens opinion of safety in the Republic of Macedonia

Georgieva Lidija, Mitrevska Marina,
Peace and security: is conflict prevention still a norm of security policy?

Angeleski Metodija, Gaberoa Nikola, Nedelkovska Martina,
Economic security as a structural component of security

Palashev Nikolay,
Communication and security – a way of thinking

Bajagic Mladen, Gjurovski Marjan,
Tradicional types (models) of international security and their sustainability of XXI century

Milosevska Tanja,
Re-conception of transnational organized crime as a security threat-expanded approach to security

Pavlovic Zoran, Krstinic Dalibor,
National security in Serbia - de lege lata et de lege ferenda

Kirkovski Dimitar, Rajkovcevski Rade,
Security science paradigms in the time of expanded approach to security: when to start and when to finish with a security sector reform in a conflict/post conflict society?

Petrovski Mile, Gigarski Zoran,
Regional security challenges projected in the modern security threat

Panel 5  Conference room 5  15.30 – 17.15

Security challenges and treats to the national and international peace and security
Chairs: Mitko Kotovcevski, Marjan Arsovski

Batkovski Tome,
For the security threats and the need for establishing a regional security center in the countries from the Western Balkan

Daskalovski Sinisha,
Crisis in Ukraine: threat of international conflict

Basic Goran,
Extreme case of insecurity: violence narratives of survivors from war in BIH

Toni Mileski,
The concept of Eurasianism: Geopolitical and security analysis

Lichev Tihomir,
Adverse risk and natural processes and phenomena and national security of the Republic of Bulgaria

Iljevski Ice, Dimovski Zlate, Babanoski Kire,
The weapon of mass destruction as a security threat in function of terroristic aim’s realization

Racaj Muhamed, Abduli Muaremoska Sevlij,
Contribution of the Republic of Macedonia in the fight against international terrorism

Taneski Nenad, Hadju Janev Metodi, Taneski Nenad Kirkova Rina,
The Islamic state as global challenge to the international peace and security
Panel 6  
Conference room 6  
15.30 – 17.15

**Risk Factors and deviance**  
**Chairs:** Marjan Nikolovski, Vesna Stefanovska

Nikolovski Marjan, Tashevska-Remenski Frosina,  
*Corruption and media*

Batic Dragana,  
*Can criminal behavior be changed: psychotherapeutic treatment for the convicted persons*

Lajic Oliver, Spasic Danijela, Radovanovic Ivana,  
*Drug addiction and narco-crimes - between numbers and reality*

Gerasimovski Sase,  
*Risk factors of deviant behaviour among youth in Republic of Macedonia: a survey of students’ value attitudes*

Stefanovska Vesna,  
*Media Coverage of the crime, real or false picture*

Dimitrovska Aleksandra, Dojcinovski Metodija,  
*The personality profile of terrorist’s leaders: theoretical aspects and ways of measuring*

Mojanoski Cane, Dimovska Elena,  
*The conditions in prisons in Republic of Macedonia: opportunities for re-socialization or degradation*

Georgieva Natasha, Krsteski Hadji,  
*Citizen Participation in the battle against corruption*

Panel 7  
Conference room 7  
15.30 – 17.15

**Global security and Security cooperation**  
**Chairs:** Marija Milenkovska, Aleksandar Ivanov

Ortakovski Vladimir,  
*Collective security system and evolution of the UN system*

Bakreski Oliver, Slavski Stojan,  
*The need for reforms in the security sector in the Republic of Macedonia- from segmented toward an integrated and balanced system*

Hitaj Erjon,  
*Use of drones and global security: implications under international law*

Dojcinovski Metodija,  
*Theories, models and challenges of intelligence in the support of national security*

Maksimovi Goran, Berisa Hatidza,  
*Promotion of the regional security cooperation: the Balkan countries approach*

Vitanski Dejan,  
*Systems selection and promotion of civil servants in the security bodies*

Tomic Dusko, Dinic Jelena,  
*The role of Shanghai cooperation organization (SCO) in the fight against terrorism, with special review on Afghanistan*

Stankovski Ljupco,  
*Corporative security today*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td>17.15 - 17.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing the conference</td>
<td>17.30 – 17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.30</td>
<td>Sightseeing tours for the international guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.30</td>
<td>DINNER - (Hotel Metropol, Ohrid)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**June 3, 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>Departure of the participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>